to make them elaborate in form until her young architects by way of
experiment gradually evolve new Russian types as true to the New Russia
as the Kremlin was true to the Old Russia—then the ILS.S.R. would
justify our new world hope. A genuine culture at last! I am hoping the
U.S.A. will some day undo what it has so badly done, and itself not do less
than this.
Comrades, in building, do not waste yourselves upon these mere affairs
of 'taste'. Architecture, in the advanced thought of the time, is fast
becoming a matter of scientific knowledge applying philosophical ideas
wherein Art is again free and supreme.
Take no less than this.
Another great matter coming to light in our modern world is the in-
evitable decay of great cities. Urban life has served its turn oven for you,
and cities great or cities small are definitely dated. The factory worker's
view and version of life, and his vision now especially, needs the co-opera-
tion and healthy inspiration of Russian ground. The agrarian needs the
industrialist, yes, but the industrialist needs the agrarian far more. The
ground is the natural and national birthright of every man and is more
important to him than anything he makes out of it or puts xipon it. Of that
fundamental basic ingredient of the good life—Russia has plenty for all
and forever to come. So it would seem to me.
Russians, make good use of your ground for the new Russia! Can the
Soviets not see that electricity, machines, automobiles, radio, television—-
the architecture of splendid highways and spacious, farflung Agriculture—
can make the old form of city (centralisation) not only useless, but harm-
ful to the future? Vertical is vertigo, in human life, The horizontal line is
the life-line of humankind. An entire nation will some day bo one great
free extended city. Its citizens will be living broadly spaced on ground of
their own in a free pattern where workers in fidd and factory, in art and
craft, science and education, commerce and transportation, will harmon-
iously intermingle. Each human endeavour will be related to every other
on organic lines natural to all And human life without waste motion, dis-
traction, dissipation, interference, or imposition will tako on new forms—
better ways of doing everything, If that is what Russia means to do, then
I am a Russian. Everybody in Russia, whatever his nation, will be a free
man. Organic architecture has already so far evolved the pattern of such
a higher life on earth as to be able to know and show the City of the
Future. I would much like the young architects of the U.S.S.R* to see, and
some day they may see, Broadacre City—the city that is everywhere and
nowhere.
The United States is still far from such a plan. Her economic waste and
the attempt of production to control consumption prevent it* Private
Ownership and the Profit System supreme and raised to the nth degree in
all branches of life prevent it. These economic follies make the greater
city impossible for another half-century at least. But Russia could have
that fiwdom of democratic form now, if she wanted it enough, Her
ave'tfae ^vi^ion and the ability.

